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1. Introduction

Unless stated otherwise, all spaces under discussion are separable and metrizable.
A separable space X is countable dense homogeneous (CDH) if, given any two countable dense subsets D

and E of X, there is a homeomorphism f : X → X such that f [D] = E. This is a classical notion that can 
be traced back to the works of Cantor [17], Brouwer [15], and Fréchet [37]. Examples of CDH-spaces are the 
Euclidean spaces ([15,37]), the Hilbert cube ([35]) and the Cantor set. In fact, every strongly locally homo-
geneous (SLH2) Polish space is CDH, as was shown by Bessaga and Pełczyński [14] (see also [13,4,33,38]).
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The term countable dense homogeneous was coined by Bennett in his seminal paper [13] where the 
fundamental themes of the subject were introduced by either proving a theorem, or by asking an insightful 
question: its relation with other notions of homogeneity such as strong local homogeneity and n-homogeneity, 
issues dealing with products, open subspaces and connectedness. The subject was subsequently popularized 
and advanced greatly by the efforts of Fitzpatrick [26–32].

Several surveys on homogeneity and countable dense homogeneity have been written [32,29,6]. In [29], 
Fitzpatrick and Zhou presented the most interesting open problems on countable dense homogeneity at 
the time. Now we are almost 25 years later in time. Since there is ongoing interest in the subject, it seems 
appropriate to see what has remained of their problems and which new ones have emerged. As Fitzpatrick 
and Zhou remarked, the problems range in flavor from the geometric to the set theoretic. This remains very 
true of the subject today.

We are indebted to the referee for some useful comments.

2. Fitzpatrick and Zhou’s problems

First we recall the problems from [29] and review the progress made.

Problem 1. Is every connected CDH metric space SLH?

This question was implicitly asked in van Mill [63]. In 1990, there were two known examples of spaces that 
are CDH but not SLH. The first one, due to Fitzpatrick and Zhou [28], is Hausdorff but not regular, and the 
second one, due to Simon and Watson [94] is regular but not completely regular. The problem was finally 
solved by van Mill [66]. He showed that there is a connected, Polish, CDH-space X that is not SLH. In fact, 
any homeomorphism of X that is the identity on some non-empty open subset of X is the identity on all of X.

An important special case of Problem 1 remains unsolved. Ungar [90,89] proved that CDH metric continua 
are n-homogeneous3 for all n. Kennedy [51] showed that a 2-homogeneous metric continuum X must be 
SLH, provided that X admits a nontrivial homeomorphism that is the identity on some nonempty open set. 
Whether every 2-homogeneous metric continuum admits such a homeomorphism remains an open problem.

Problem 1’. Is every CDH metric continuum SLH?

It was claimed by Ungar [90] that every dense open subset of a locally compact CDH-space is again CDH. 
The proof is, however, incomplete. This prompted Fitzpatrick and Zhou to ask the following:

Problem 2. If X is CDH and metric and U is open in X, must U be CDH?

And more specifically:

Problem 2’. If X is connected, CDH, and metric, and U is an open, connected set in X, must U be homo-
geneous? If U is homogeneous, is it necessarily CDH?

Problem 2 and the first part of Problem 2’ were answered by van Mill [67]: there is a CDH Polish space 
with a dense connected open subset that is rigid. Here a space is called rigid if the identity function is the 
only autohomeomorphism. The question whether every dense open subset of a locally compact CDH-space 
is again CDH remains unsolved.

3 For a space X we let H (X) denote its group of homeomorphisms. According to Burgess [16], a space X is n-homogeneous if 
given two sets F, E ⊆ X each having exactly n-many elements, there is a homeomorphism h ∈ H (X) such that h[F ] = E. The 
space X is strongly n-homogeneous if given two one-to-one sequences {ai : i < n}, {bi : i < n} of points in X both of length n, 
there is a homeomorphism h ∈ H (X) such that h(ai) = bi for every i < n.
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There are more problems which deal with connectedness issues.

Problem 3. If X is a CDH, connected, Polish space, must X be locally connected?

This is known to have an affirmative answer in the case when X is also locally compact (Fitzpatrick [26]), 
but the only examples we know of CDH connected metric spaces are also locally connected. Partial results 
were recently obtained by van Mill in [72].

Problem 4. For which 0-dimensional subsets X of R is Xω homogeneous? CDH?

The first part of this problem was answered by Lawrence [55], and further extended by Dow and Pearl [21]
who proved that Xω is homogeneous for every zero-dimensional first countable space X. See also Mo-
torov [77] and van Engelen [23] for earlier partial results.

The second part of the question is still being investigated though important partial results were obtained: 
First Fitzpatrick and Zhou in [30] showed that Qω is not CDH (here Q denotes the space of rational numbers) 
and then Hrušák and Zamora-Avilés [47] extended their result by showing that every space X such that Xω

is CDH is a Baire space. They solved the problem for Borel zero-dimensional spaces by showing that a Borel 
CDH space must be Polish (see also [69,45]), and, in particular, for Borel X ⊆ 2ω, the space Xω is CDH if 
and only if X is Gδ. This raised the question whether there can be a non-Gδ set X such that Xω is CDH. 
This problem stimulated research on topological properties of filters (viewed as subspaces of 2ω) treated in 
a series of papers [59,42,44,53,80] where it was established that for a filter F on ω the following properties 
are equivalent: (1) F is CDH, (2) Fω is CDH, and (3) F is a non-meager P-filter.4 Quite recently Medini in 
[57] constructed a ZFC example of a set X ⊆ 2ω which is not Polish yet Xω is CDH. It is interesting to note 
that his example is consistently analytic, while it is also consistent that there are no analytic examples.

Problem 5. Is the ωth power of the Niemytzki plane homogeneous?

Observe that the Niemytzki plane is not metrizable. This problem is open.

Problem 6. Does there exist a CDH metric space that is not Polish?

Problem 6’. Is there an absolute example of a CDH metric space of cardinality ω1?

Both Problems 6 and 6’ were solved in the affirmative by Farah, Hrušák and Martínez Ranero [25]. They 
proved that there exists a CDH-subset of R of size ℵ1. Their example is a so-called λ-set, i.e., a space in which 
every countable set is Gδ. Note that every countable CDH-space is discrete, hence ℵ1 is the first cardinal 
where anything of CDH-interest can happen. Since R is CDH and has size c, it is an interesting open problem 
what can happen for cardinals greater than ℵ1 but below c. It was shown recently in Hernandez-Gutiérrez, 
Hrušák and van Mill [43] that for every cardinal κ such that ω1 ≤ κ ≤ b5 there exists a CDH subset of R of 
size κ. More about this in the next section.

To recapitulate: Problems 1, 2, 2’ (first part), 4 (first part), 6 and 6’ are solved, while parts of Problems 2’, 
and 4 (second part), and Problems 1’, 3, and 5 remain open. We shall return to some of these questions in 
more detail in what follows.

4 Recall that a filter F is P-filter if given a sequence {Fn : n ∈ ω} of elements of F there is an F ∈ F such that F \Fn is finite 
for every n ∈ ω.

It is known that Fω is homeomorphic to a non-meager P-filter whenever F is a non-meager P-filter (see [84, Fact 4.3, p. 327], 
[10, Lemma 4.4.10], or [42, Lemma 2.5]).

It is a major open problem in set-theory whether non-meager P-filters exist [48]. They do exist in all known models of set 
theory, and their possible non-existence implies the existence of measurable cardinals.
5 Recall that b = min{|F | : F ⊆ ωω ∀g ∈ ωω ∃f ∈ F ∃∞n ∈ ω f(n) > g(n)} is a combinatorially defined cardinal number 

whose value may be any regular cardinal between ω1 and c.
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3. New list of some new and some old problems

3.1. CDH and related notions of homogeneity

A topological space X is homogeneous6 if for every x, y ∈ X there is an h ∈ H (X) such that h(x) = y. 
Every CDH space is a topological sum of clopen homogeneous subspaces, in particular, every connected 
CDH space is homogeneous [13,27]. It was noted by van Mill in [63] that for zero-dimensional spaces one 
can show more, as every homogeneous such space is SLH (or, equivalently, representable [8]). As mentioned 
in the introduction, all complete SLH-spaces are CDH. Now this fails for non-complete spaces, e.g. Qω is 
SLH but not CDH. However, the connection becomes more interesting if one considers connected spaces (see 
Problem 1). Van Mill [66] showed that there is a connected, Polish, CDH-space X that is not SLH, while 
the problem remains open for continua:

Problem 7. Is every (locally) compact connected CDH-space SLH?

We do not know to whom this problem belongs. By the result of Kennedy [51], for continua this is 
equivalent to asking whether every 2-homogeneous metric continuum admits a non-trivial homeomorphism 
that is the identity on some non-empty open set. On the other hand, there are even Baire SLH connected 
spaces which are not CDH [63,81].

Making use of the celebrated theorem of Effros [22], Ungar [90,89] (see also [65,68,46]) proved a fun-
damental result on CDH spaces by showing that a sufficiently connected (no finite set separates) locally 
compact space X is CDH if and only if it is n-homogeneous for all n ∈ ω if and only if it is strongly 
n-homogeneous for all n ∈ ω. Van Mill in [71] extended his result by proving that a connected, CDH-space 
is n-homogeneous for every n, and strongly 2-homogeneous when locally connected.7 He also presented an 
example of a connected CDH topological space which is not strongly 2-homogeneous and asked whether 
there is a metric example:

Problem 8 (van Mill [71]). Is there a connected CDH-space which is not strongly 2-homogeneous?

Moreover, van Mill in [70] showed that Ungar’s theorem works level-by-level, i.e. if a space X is CDH
and no set of size n−1 separates it, then X is strongly n-homogeneous, and more importantly, showed that 
there is a Polish space that is strongly n-homogeneous for every n ∈ ω but not CDH.

3.2. Open subsets of CDH spaces

Ungar’s theorem was originally stated as a corollary to the fact that every open dense subset of a locally 
compact CDH-space is CDH, the proof of which was incomplete, and the question remains open:

Problem 9 (Ungar). Is there a locally compact CDH-space with a dense open non-CDH-subspace?

In [67] van Mill constructs a Polish space X (a convex subspace of �2) with a dense open rigid subspace, 
hence showing that there are Polish such spaces.

Several questions considering open subsets of CDH spaces were formulated in [94], one interesting problem 
persists:

Problem 10 (Watson–Simon [94]). Are open subsets of CDH continua CDH? Homogeneous?

6 The notion was introduced by Sierpiński in [85].
7 Note that R is CDH but not strongly 3-homogeneous.
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3.3. Baire and meager-in-itself CDH-spaces

It was noted by Fitzpatrick and Zhou in [30] that every CDH-space can be decomposed into two clopen 
parts, one Baire and the other meager-in-itself, and that a meager-in-itself CDH-space is a λ-set.8 Hernández-
Gutiérrez, Hrušák and van Mill in [43] showed that there is a meager-in-itself space of size κ if and only if
there is a λ-set of size κ. In particular, for every cardinal κ such that ω1 ≤ κ ≤ b there exists a CDH subset 
of R of size κ. It is consistent with the continuum arbitrarily large that there is a meager-in-itself CDH set 
of reals of size κ for every κ ≤ c, while it is also consistent with the continuum arbitrarily large that the 
only sizes of CDH spaces are ω1 and c. These results were further extended by Medvedev in [61].

Very recently Hrušák and van Mill [46] showed that the existence of a connected CDH space which is 
meager-in-itself is independent of ZFC. The construction is a nice combination of techniques of infinite-
dimensional topology (see [64]) and set-theory which, however, left them wondering about the following:

Problem 11. Is there consistently a connected CDH X ⊆ R2 which is meager-in-itself?

For more on countable dense homogeneity of subspaces of the plane see [39,82,81].
While the possible sizes of meager-in-themselves spaces have been determined, the same is not true for 

Baire CDH spaces.

Problem 12. Is there consistently a crowded CDH set X ⊆ R of size less than c which is Baire?

It was shown recently in Hernández-Gutiérrez, Hrušák and van Mill [43] that there is CDH-subset of R of 
size c which is Baire but not Polish. Consistent examples were before constructed by Fitzpatrick and Zhou 
in [30] and by Baldwin and Beaudoin [7]. In fact, their examples were Bernstein sets.9

Problem 13 (Baldwin and Beaudoin [7]). Is there a Bernstein subset of R which is CDH?

3.4. Products of CDH-spaces and filters

Products of CDH-spaces need not be CDH. It was first observed by Kuperberg, Kuperberg and Transue in 
[54] that the square of the Menger curve M is not even 2-homogeneous, while Bennett [13], building on work 
of Anderson [2,3], showed that M is CDH. A simple example is R ×2ω, which is obviously not 2-homogeneous. 
To see that it is not CDH, consider a countable dense subset which intersects some component of R × 2ω in 
exactly one point, and one that lacks this property.

The situation changes if one considers only zero-dimensional spaces. In [47] it is shown that Borel 
zero-dimensional CDH spaces are productively CDH. Using MA(σ-centered), Medini in [58] constructed 
a homogeneous CDH Bernstein set whose square is not CDH.

Problem 14 (Medini [58]). Is there (in ZFC) a zero-dimensional CDH space X such that X2 is not CDH?

Observe that zero-dimensionality is essential in this problem. To see this, just consider the topological sum 
of the reals and the Cantor set. Hernández–Hrušák–van Mill [43] noted that there is a zero-dimensional CDH
X ⊆ R such that Xω is not CDH. However, the following seems to be open, even omitting the requirement 
of zero-dimensionality.

8 A space X is called a λ-set if every countable subset of X is Gδ in X. A subset X of a Polish space Y is a λ′-set if every 
countable modification of X in Y is a λ-set, i.e. if every countable subset A of Y is Gδ in X ∪ A.
9 A subset X of R is called Bernstein if X and R \ X intersect every Cantor set in R.
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Problem 15 (Medini [58]). For which n ∈ ω is there a CDH space X such that Xi is CDH for all i ≤ n while 
Xn+1 is not CDH?

On the other hand, there are spaces X which are not CDH while X2 is (see [62]).

Problem 16 (Medini [58]). For which n ∈ ω is there a CDH space X such that Xi is not CDH for all i ≤ n

while Xn+1 is CDH? Can X be a continuum?

Problem 17 (Medini [58]). Is there a zero-dimensional space X that is not CDH while X2 is CDH? Can X
be rigid?

Medini [58] also raises the question whether any of such spaces can be definable (e.g. analytic or co-
analytic).

The question, whether there is a subset X of R which is not Polish while Xω is CDH, was raised by Hrušák 
and Zamora in [47]. The problem was first solved assuming MA by Medini and Milovich [59] who proved 
that under MA there is a free ultrafilter U on ω such that U ω is CDH. This was extended by Hernández 
and Hrušák [42] by showing that for every non-meager P-filter F both F and Fω are CDH. Finally Kunen, 
Medini and Zdomskyy [53] showed that the reverse implication also holds. The following remains a major 
open problem in combinatorial set theory:

Problem 18. ([48]) Is there a non-meager P-filter?

Recently Medini in [57] constructed a non-Polish set of reals X such that Xω is CDH. His example 
is analytic is MA+¬CH+ ωV

1 = ωL
1 holds, while ZFC proves that there are no co-analytic examples, and 

(Projective) Determinacy implies there are no (projective) examples. He, in fact, showed that Xω is CDH
for every X ⊆ 2ω such that 2ω \X is a λ′-set in 2ω.

While both examples (Medini’s and a non-meager P-filter) are different (one does not have a dense Polish 
subspace, while the other one does) and are very differently placed in 2ω (one is possibly homeomorphic to 
its complement in 2ω, while the complement of the other contains no perfect set) they both contain many 
copies of 2ω. In fact, this is a necessary requirement as Hernández [40] showed that any crowded space X
such that Xω is CDH must contain a copy of the Cantor set. An interesting consequence of this result is that 
Xω is never CDH when X is a Bernstein set. In particular, X being completely Baire and zero-dimensional 
is not a sufficient condition for the countable dense homogeneity of Xω. We conclude this discussion by 
noting that Medini and Zdomskyy in [60] studied properties which are candidates for characterizing when 
Xω is CDH.

Countable dense homogeneity of products of manifolds with boundary was studied by Yang in [95].

3.5. Baumgartner’s Axiom and κ-CDH

The celebrated theorem of Baumgartner [11] shows that it is relatively consistent with ZFC that every 
two ℵ1-dense10 sets of reals are order isomorphic (see also [12]). The proof of this influential result in set 
theory, which was for instance an important part of Moore’s proof [73] of the existence (assuming the 
Proper Forcing Axiom PFA) of a five element basis for uncountable linear orders, consists in finding suitable 
partitions {Aα : α < ω1} and {Bα : α < ω1} of given ℵ1-dense sets A, B ⊆ R into countable dense sets, 
which will in turn yield h ∈ H (R) such that h[Aα] = Bα for every α < ω1.

Inspired by this fact, let us call a space X κ-CDH if given two families {Aα : α < κ} and {Bα : α < κ}
of pairwise disjoint countable dense sets there is a homeomorphism h ∈ H (X) such that h[Aα] = Bα for 

10 A subset A of a space X is κ-dense if |A ∩ U | = κ for every non-empty open U ⊆ X.
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every α < κ. This property was considered by Steprāns and Watson in [88] under the name BA+(X, κ). 
Following [88] we denote by BA(X, κ) the formally weaker property11 that given two κ-dense subsets A, B
of a space X there is a homeomorphism h ∈ H (X) such that h[A] = B.

It was shown by Abraham and Shelah in [1] that Baumgartner’s result BA(R, ℵ1) is independent of MA. 
The problem of Baumgartner, whether BA(R, ℵ2) is consistent, has attracted a lot of attention recently 
(see e.g. [74]), and apparently has been solved in the affirmative by Neeman [78], who is in the process of 
writing its very complex proof. It is very much an open problem (which can be implicitly attributed also to 
Baumgartner) what happens for cardinals above ℵ2:

Problem 19 (Baumgartner). Is BA(R, ℵ3) consistent?

It turns out that dimension 1 is by far the most complicated case here. Steprāns and Watson in [88]
showed that, it is a theorem of ZFC that R is not ω1-CDH, while assuming MAκ(σ−centered) (1) every 
n-dimensional manifold, for n > 1, is κ-CDH, and consequently (2) Rn for n > 1, is κ-CDH, while Baldwin 
and Beaudoin [7] proved that under the same hypothesis 2ω is κ-CDH.

Note that, consequently the properties BA(X, κ) and the space X being κ-CDH are different in general. 
This inspires the following open problems, either implicitly or explicitly asked in [88]:

Problem 20 (Steprāns–Watson).

(1) Does Rn being ω1-CDH imply that Rm is ω1-CDH for n, m > 1?
(2) Does BA(Rn, κ) imply BA(Rn, λ) when κ > λ?
(3) Does BA(R, ω1) imply BA(Rn, ω1) for all n > 1?
(4) Does BA(Rn, κ) imply that Rn is κ-CDH for n > 1 and κ uncountable?

It can be easily deduced from the Bessaga and Pełczyński [14] theorem that every locally compact 
SLH-space (such as Rn) is ω-CDH. What is not clear what happens if the space is not locally compact.

Problem 21. Is every Polish CDH space ω-CDH?

The following problem was asked in a private conversation by Matty Rubin:

Problem 22 (Rubin). Is there a (Polish) space X which is CDH but not 2-CDH?

An interesting relatively recent paper on the subject is Kunen [52], where the result of Baumgartner is 
improved to get absolute continuity of the map and its inverse.

3.6. Nearly CDH spaces

Hrušák and van Mill in [45] considered the following weakening of countable dense homogeneity: Call a 
topological space X 1

κ -CDH if there are exactly κ-many types of countable dense subsets of X, i.e. κ-many 
equivalence classes of the family of all countable dense sets of X modulo an equivalence relation defined by 
D � D′ if and only if there is an h ∈ H (X) such that h[D] = D′.

The authors were unaware of work on the topic by Kennedy [49,50] who had much earlier considered the 
same kind of issues. They would like to use this as an opportunity to give credit where credit is due. In 
[49] Kennedy shows that a space which is 1

n -CDH for some n ∈ ω has only countably many orbits, all but 

11 In turn, this property is sometimes called X is κ-DH, or X is κ-densely homogeneous.
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finitely many of them open, while in [50] the same result is extended to 1
ω -CDH spaces, and it is proved 

there that a homogeneous continuum with at most countably many �-classes is CDH. These results were, 
in retrospect, extended in [45] published more than 30 years later: A locally compact space with at most 
countably many �-classes has an open dense CDH subspace whose complement is countable and fixed by 
all autohomeomorphisms of X. If, moreover, the space has only n-many �-classes then the complement of 
the open dense CDH subspace fixed by all autohomeomorphisms of X has size at most n−1. It is not clear 
whether the same is true for all Polish spaces:

Problem 23. Does every Polish 1
ω -CDH space contain a dense open CDH subspace?

Or, say:

Problem 24. Is there a 1
2 -CDH Polish space without a dense open CDH subspace?

The next problem asks whether there are 1
2 -CDH spaces of an essentially different nature than the locally 

compact ones:

Problem 25. Is there a homogeneous 1
2 -CDH subset of R?

As an extension of a theorem of Hrušák and Zamora-Áviles [47], it is shown in [45] that every Borel space 
which is not Polish is 1

c
-CDH. It is also shown in [45] that every Polish space has either at most countably 

many �-equivalence classes or c-many (and for each such possibility there is a locally compact example), 
or possibly ℵ1-many. As of now it is not known whether there is such a Polish (or even locally compact) 
space – a problem related, and in the case of locally compact spaces equivalent, to the Topological Vaught’s 
Conjecture [91,76]:

Problem 26. Is there a (Polish, locally compact) space which is 1
ω1

-CDH?

The next two problems can be seen as instances of Problem 26. Under u < g (which holds in Miller’s 
model), one can prove the following dichotomy: every filter is either CDH or 1

c
-CDH (see Theorem 23 in 

Kunen, Medini and Zdomskyy [53]). But it is not known whether this holds in ZFC.

Problem 27 (Kunen, Medini and Zdomskyy [53, Question 5]). Is it consistent that there exists a 1
κ -CDH

filter for a cardinal κ such that 1 < κ < c?

Problem 28 (Medini [58]). For which cardinals κ is there a zero-dimensional CDH space X such that X2 is 
1
κ -CDH?

3.7. Countable dense homogeneity with special maps

In the same 1895 volume of Mathematische Annalen where Cantor published the first result on 
CDH-spaces – his topological characterization of R – appeared the paper of Stäckel [86] in which it is 
shown that given two countable dense subsets of the complex plane C there is an analytic function h send-
ing one into the other. Franklin [36] showed that Cantor’s argument can be strengthened to show that 
the witnessing homeomorphism is an analytic function. The early research concentrated on extensions of 
Stäckel’s results using methods of complex analysis (see [94]): Erdős [24] asked if given two countable dense 
subsets of C there is an entire function sending one onto the other. This was answered in the affirmative 
by Maurer [56], while Barth and Schneider [9] extended his result by showing that such a function can also 
map the complement of one of the dense sets to the complement of the other. Sato and Rankin [83], and 
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Nienhuys and Thiemann [79] independently showed that given two countable dense subsets of the real line 
there is an entire transcendental function (in C) the restriction of which to R is a homeomorphism mapping 
one of the dense sets to the other. Dobrowolski [19] and Morayne [75] continued this line of research by 
proving that for any two countable and dense subsets A, B of Cn for n ≥ 2 there exists an analytic measure 
preserving diffeomorphism F : Cn → Cn such that F [A] = B. Again the case n = 1 is singular, as the 
theorem fails there – the only analytic diffeomorphisms from C onto C are linear. Perhaps the final result 
in this line of research was provided by Dobrowolski [20] who showed that given a (separable) Banach space 
X, a bijection Φ: E → E with a nowhere dense set of fixed points, and A, B countable dense subsets of E
there is a real-analytic diffeomorphism h : E → E such that h−1 ◦ Φ ◦ h[A] = B.

Zamora [96] and Dijkstra [18] studied countable dense homogeneity of metric spaces with isometries and 
“almost isometries”, i.e. functions such that for some arbitrarily small ε > 0

1 − ε <
d(h(x), h(y))

d(x, y) < 1 + ε.

They call a metric spaces X Lipschitz countable dense homogeneous (Lipschitz-CDH) if given ε > 0 and 
A, B countable dense subsets of E there is an ε-almost isometry h such that h[A] = B. Zamora [96]
showed that the Euclidean spaces are Lipschitz-CDH. Dijkstra [18] extended her result greatly by showing 
(1) every Lipschitz-SLH space12 is Lipschitz-CDH and (2) proving that every (separable) Banach space is 
Lipschitz-SLH.

Problem 29 (Dijkstra [18]). Is the Hilbert cube with its standard metric Lipschitz-CDH?

3.8. Non-metrizable CDH spaces

In this section, all spaces are Tychonoff.
While most of the research on CDH-spaces concentrates on separable metric ones, a fair portion of it 

deals with general separable spaces. Arhangel’skii and van Mill in [5] showed that every CDH space has size 
at most c and that, assuming CH, every compact CDH space is first countable. In the process, they realized 
that at the moment no ZFC example of a compact non-metrizable CDH space was known (there were several 
consistency results, in particular, it was shown by Steprāns and Zhou [87] that both 2ω1 and [0, 1]ω1 are 
CDH under MA+¬CH).

It was shown afterwards by Hernández-Gutiérrez, Hrušák and van Mill [43] that for every cardinal κ such 
that there is a λ′-set of size κ there exists a compact CDH-space of weight κ, hence, in particular, there is 
a compact CDH-space of weight ω1 in ZFC. This, however, leaves the following problem open:

Problem 30 (Hernández–Hrušák–van Mill [43]). Is there (in ZFC) a compact CDH space of weight c?

Arhangel’skii and van Mill in [5] showed that the double arrow space is not CDH. It was believed at the 
time that a trivial modification of it may be CDH. These hopes were trashed by Hernández [40] who showed 
that none of the trivial modifications is CDH, and also that the double arrow space itself is quite far from 
being CDH, as it is in fact 1

c
-CDH. Inspired by his results we ask:

Problem 31. Is there a compact CDH-space which does not contain a copy of the Cantor set?13

Also the space constructed in [43] is zero-dimensional.

12 Lipschitz-SLH is the obvious modification of SLH, requiring that the corresponding maps be almost isometries.
13 Hernández-Gutiérrez [41] very recently constructed such a space assuming CH.
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Problem 32 (Hernández–Hrušák–van Mill [43]). Is there a non-metrizable CDH continuum in ZFC?

Steprāns and Zhou [87] studied countable dense homogeneity of separable non-metrizable manifolds. 
In particular, they showed that any separable manifold of weight < b is CDH, while there is a non-CDH
separable manifold of weight c. Watson in [92] showed that consistently there is a separable, non-CDH
manifold of weight < c. The following question is a bold reformulation of a question of Watson in [93]:

Problem 33. Is b the minimal weight of a separable, non-CDH manifold?

If not, is there (as Watson asks) a nice combinatorial characterization of the minimal weight of a separable, 
non-CDH manifold?
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